Twenty-three miles of history

Crawford County once boasted stretch of Jefferson Highway

By HAROLD CAMPBELL
Morning Sun Staff Writer

Drivers crossing down Locust Street likely haven't noticed a piece of Pittsburg transportation history sitting just north of the Fourth Street intersection.

Motorists intent on keeping their eyes on the road don't have time to read the words "Jefferson Highway Garage" carved atop the face of a small, plain red-brick building tucked away at 408 N. Locust.

The now-vacant structure nevertheless serves as the only visible local reminder of the Jefferson Highway, a route which from 1916 into the mid-1920s began in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, and passed through Pittsburg on its way to New Orleans.

Of course, discard the idea that highways in those days consisted of at least four lanes of smoothly paved asphalt, cloverleaf interchanges and fast-food restaurant billboards beckoning drivers to take the next exit.

"A lot of the time, they were just trails or lines on a map, muddy and impassable in the rain and dusty in the summer," Randy Roberts, Pittsburg State University special collections curator, said last week. "It's no wonder people took the train or just loaded up the wagon instead of driving."

Still, the story of the 23 miles of the highway spanning Crawford County contains familiar elements — rivalry between Kansas and Missouri for the route, squabbles over which town the road would pass through, gripes over costs and even a touch of racism.

By 1915, business promoters were beginning to recognize the economic potential from the increased use of cars and trucks. As a result, individuals throughout the nation organized local and regional "good roads associations" to fight for construction of better highways.

One of the first such efforts led to construction of the Lincoln Highway from New York to San Francisco. Construction of the highway began in 1913 and covered much of the route Interstate 80 takes today.

What became the Jefferson Highway began in the imagination of Edwin Thomas Meredith, of Des Moines, Iowa, founded Successful Farming and Better Homes and Gardens magazines. In 1920, he was appointed U.S. secretary of agriculture.

His deep interest in farming pushed him to preach to civic and business groups throughout the heartland about the economic potential of a highway connecting the rich agricultural lands of the Mississippi Valley. Especially interested with the idea were business leaders in New Orleans, who stood to profit economically from the highway.

The New Orleans Association of Commerce, after hearing Meredith speak, decided to push for the Jefferson Highway. Eighty-nine people were behind the idea; eventually the New Orleans Circular and the Louisiana Railroad and Banking Association were part of an organization of 175 which bought a 10-mile tract of land on the Jefferson Highway.

The project was not without its detractors. "They alleged the highway would not move any more traffic than an average country road," Roberts said.

The Mc Mazarra family was worried the new highway would turn the locals into "trash." The locals, however, were more interested in the increased business.

"Jefferson Highway was the start of Pittsburg's growth," Roberts said.

What began as a place to hitchhike to visit friends has turned into a place where people living in the area are proud to call Pittsburg home.

"What would Pittsburg be without Jefferson Highway?" Roberts mused. 

---

Area children scramble for Easter eggs and other goodies Saturday during an Easter egg hunt in downtown Frontenac, sponsored by the Cultural Enhancement Committee of the Uptown Frontenac Association. This year was the first year for the event, which planners hope will become an annual rite.
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